EXPLANATION OF LEGEND ITEMS

NATIONAL PARKS/TERRITORIES:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several National Park Areas. The district map reflects the boundaries of these parks.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE Refuges:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several National Wildlife Refuges. The district map reflects the boundaries of these refuges.

SUMMARY OF主力 SPACE PROJECTS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several State and Tribal projects. The district map reflects the boundaries of these projects.

OVERVIEW OF HIGHWAY ROUTES:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several highway routes. The district map reflects the boundaries of these highways.

BORDER STATE:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several border states. The district map reflects the boundaries of these states.

INFORMATION SOURCES:

Map Use Policy:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several map use policies. The district map reflects the boundaries of these policies.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several laws and regulations. The district map reflects the boundaries of these laws.

OPERATOR RESPONSIBILITIES:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several operator responsibilities. The district map reflects the boundaries of these responsibilities.

PROHIBITIONS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several prohibitions. The district map reflects the boundaries of these prohibitions.

LEGAL AND REGULATIONS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several legal and regulations. The district map reflects the boundaries of these regulations.

WASHINGTON STATE:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several Washington state. The district map reflects the boundaries of these states.

OBSERVATION:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several observation areas. The district map reflects the boundaries of these observation areas.

CURRENT NEWS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several current news articles. The district map reflects the boundaries of these news articles.

DIRECTED EFFORTS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several directed efforts. The district map reflects the boundaries of these efforts.

MATERIALS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several materials. The district map reflects the boundaries of these materials.

CAMPGROUND ROADS:

The Phoenix Ranger District contains several campground roads. The district map reflects the boundaries of these roads.
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